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Abstract: In the work, the average operating speed of the tram is investigated on the sections with the 

high density of the road network. Such peculiarities are inherent to the cities where its configuration 

has developed historically, and trams move in the general structure of traffic flow which is 

predetermined by the absence of traffic capacity reserves in the old, as a rule, central part of the city. It 

frequently causes the reduction of the whole traffic flow speed of movement, in particular on the 

intersections and within public transport stops. Determination of the mutual impact of automobile 

movement and trams is topical because, on the one hand, trams, taking into account their dynamic and 

technological movement peculiarities, worsen traffic flow indicators and on the other hand, vast traffic 

intensity cause downtime of the trams rolling stock in the queues before the intersection that 

decrease passenger transportation quality. In general, it was managed to determine the amount of 

change of the average tram operating speed for different methods of traffic flow control for different 

time of day. 

Keywords: traffic flow, traffic intensity, traffic composition, urban public transport, speed of 
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1. Introduction 

Combining of movement of automobile transport and trams on a common roadway cause 

significant reduction of speed of the last in comparison with their technic-operational characteristics 

and taking into account worn-out state and track facilities, the effectiveness of passenger 

transportation by them on such sections is quite low. For the old historical cities, the solving of this 

problem is the topical task because the development of electric transport network provides 

opportunity also to reduce environmental pollution of city air pool and, simultaneously, provide 

massiveness of passenger transportation. 

With the aim to avoid the negative phenomena during the designing of road network elements 

where trams move in general structure of traffic flow and to improve the level of service on their 

junction sections (intersections), special attention is paid to: minimization of delays in tram movement, 

increase of safety and improvement of access to tram stops; minimization of delay for the other vehicles 

in mixed traffic [1–4]. Quite often the attention is paid to the reduction of signal delay and the diversity 

of priority traffic signal control [5]. Besides, to avoid problems with delays in traffic flow movement, in 

which trams move, such approaches are using as investigation of existing places of crowding of 

vehicles; determination of optimal configuration of tram network; investigation and analysis of 
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forecasted delay of traffic light signals in transport systems with tram movement; analysis of 

maneuvers and conflict science on traffic lanes where trams move, optimization of tram stops location; 

optimization of traffic light control phases on controlled intersections and pedestrian crosswalks [1, 6–

9]. As only base transport model which describes movement of trams in traffic flow is determined, it is 

necessary to have clear vision about the possible frequency of their appearance and distribution of 

other types of vehicles on the lanes of passing and oncoming traffic [10]. 

General delay before traffic lights on the routes of tram movement is connected with two separate 

phenomena. Firstly, traffic light delays are simple delays that appear because of big amount of vehicles 

which use the same lane as tram and connected with intersection capacity [1, 5, 11–13]. Secondly, 

delays can appear due to temporary crowding on tram lanes the other urban public transport (buses) 

that can have joint stops for boarding and alighting passengers [11–15]. From the results of research, 

increase of tram speed and reduction in delay on controlled intersections is maximum restriction of 

manoeuvres on lanes with their movement. 

Priority traffic light control can take one of two forms – passive or active [7, 14, 16–18]. Passive 

traffic light control – is development of such control systems, where the direction (street or road) that 

serves tram movement always is given more green time in comparison with other conflicting 

directions. Such actions cause increase in movement of the whole traffic flow that move in given 

direction [16, 19]. During the active control or regulation in real time regime the phase of traffic light 

on direction that serves trams changes during its approaching to the stop-line. 

Control systems in regime of real time that change traffic light signal depending from traffic 

intensity have high level of effectiveness on those directions where traffic flows have significant level of 

unevenness [20, 21]. The essence of the work of such systems is based on the mechanisms of 

determination of vehicle (in our case tram), i.e. its identification by detector during approaching to 

intersection. If the detector detected it during permissive (green) time than such time continues, if the 

time was restrictive (red) than traffic light makes a switch from red to green earlier than it is provided 

by control regime. 

Important element for provision the reliability of traffic light system control with adaptive control 

systems is constant collection of initial information about traffic flow condition and based on this 

issuance of the final decision (control algorithm) [22, 23]. 

Such control is especially effective on arterial sections of the road network that serve intensive 

traffic flows with significant heterogeneity. Also, it is necessary to note that neither passive nor active 

control forms cannot be used on those sections of city streets and roads where coordinated control of 

traffic flow movement is functioning, because adaptive change of algorithm on one of intersections 

cause the destruction of principle of unhindered movement of traffic flow during the passing by it the 

other intersections that are connected in such system [13, 16, 24]. 

Under any circumstances if the increase the speed of intersection passage, where most often 

appear traffic flow delays, can be reached, then it can be argued that increase of effectiveness of 

transport system functioning is happen [25, 26]. 

2. Materials and Methods 

One of the main factors which were measured in this research is the real-time of tram movement 

on the routes and its change due to created (planned) schedules.  

For the investigation of existing movement conditions such methods were used: 

- field research during the determination of traffic flow indicators and tram movement 

characteristics using surveillance cameras (carried out on the base of Center of traffic movement 

control of Lviv municipal enterprise “Lvivavtodor”); 

- documentary research during analysis of reporting and statistical data received with the help of 

program software MicroGIS (carried out on the base of Center of traffic movement control of Lviv 

municipal enterprise “Lvivavtodor” and Lviv municipal enterprise “Lvivelectrotrans”); 

- simulation of intersection passage with the help of program software PTV VISSIM for the analysis 

of existing state on the routes and creation the simulation model of road situation for the different time 

periods, when the change of traffic intensity takes place. 
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For determination of the effectiveness of pointed algorithms, application the investigation of tram 

movement indicators on the routes of the transport network of Lviv city is carried out. For this purpose, 

two types are chosen where: 

- passage of controlled intersections is happening in result of traffic light cycle operation with the 

fixed time program control; 

- passage of controlled intersection is happening in result of traffic light cycle operation with the 

fixed time program control with the use of tram search algorithms in traffic flow. 

Field research on determination of effectiveness of traffic flow intensity were carried out during 

working days of the week (Monday, Wednesday and Friday) on the streets where tram routes are 

mapped with the aim of determining the change of this indicator during the day and also traffic flow 

composition (share of public transport, in particular trams). 

During the documentary research, which was carried out simultaneously with the field research, 

the time of passage by trams the sections of the chosen route is determined which is received from 

statistical data that came to the Center of traffic movement control from GPS-receiver, and also the 

deviation from established schedules on every control point is determined  

Traffic simulation was that into program software VISSIM the primary indicators of traffic 

intensity, traffic composition and speed of movement were entered that were determined during the 

field research with the aim of receiving the indicator of delay on route sections in the current state. 

Also, the situation of determining the change of possible time losses during the change of these primary 

indicators was simulated. Separate scientific approaches to the traffic flow simulation in the 

composition of which are trams are reviewed in the work [27]. Besides, using the methods of traffic 

simulation it can be possible to achieve high precision of delay minimization results in traffic flows. 

3. Results 

Let’s carry out short analysis of the tram routes network in Lviv city (Table 1). 

Table 1. Characteristics of tram routes network in Lviv city. 

№ of the 

route 
Initial stop Final stop 

Type of 

route 

Length, 

m 

Number of 

routes 

Time in 

movement, min 

1 Railway station 
Saksahanskogo 

St. 
Circular 7896 19 49 

2 Konovaltsia St. Pohulianka St. Linear 14266 32 65 

3 Soborna Sq. Aquapark Linear 11019 21 45 

4 Promyslova St. Arts Academy Linear 9752 23 49 

5 Aquapark Promyslova St. Linear 16151 35 76 

6 Railway station 
Mykolaichuka 

St. 
Linear 11469 32 60 

7 
Tatarbunarska 

St. 
Pohulianka St. Linear 15054 30 68 

8 Soborna Sq. Vernadskoho St. Linear 13981 57 29 

9 Railway station Center Circular 8541 18 49 

10 Railway station Pohulianka St. Linear 10343 29 64 

11 Railway station Center Circular 10413 21 62 

 

Routes №2 and №8 were taken into consideration. They differ by the mode of arrangement of 

tram tracks relative to the roadway, the number of trams on the route, time of work. Tram route №2 in 

general (approximately 80%) is laid out in such way that the trams move in general composition of 

traffic flow, at the same time on the tram route №8 nearly 70% from its length tramcars move 

separately from the rest of the flow. Such two routes were chosen with the aim of comparison travel 

time between the stops due to the established schedules, choose the main indicators which impact on 

speed regime, analysis of received indicators of the average speed etc. 

During the carrying out of these research one of the main tasks was to collect information about 

existing condition of transport network; investigate the influence of general traffic flow on tram 
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movement on the routes №2 and №8; determine the quality of service provision which includes the 

evaluation of operation performance indicators on sections of pointed routes, execution of daily 

transportation plan and provision the precision in movement. Also, the important task is to investigate 

how the operation of algorithms of the automated system of traffic flow control impacts on indicators of 

effectiveness of transport system functioning from the principle of optimization for the criteria of delay 

minimization by the way of comparing these indicators for tram routes №2 and №8. 

According to research results, carried out in program software MicroGIS, it is received “stadiums 

of movement” which allow carrying out tram movement indicators monitoring as on the separate route 

sections and on the whole its duration. Typical appearance of such “stadium of movement” for the route 

№2 is given on Figure 1. Using this data, it is determined the planned and actual arrival time to the 

stopping point with the determination of deviation in schedules; speed and time of movement between 

stops. Together with available information about traffic flow intensity in which moves the tram, the 

number of junction points (intersections), which it passes, and the way of traffic light system control 

(fixed-time or adaptive) on them, and also fixed size of passenger flow for the determined period, it can 

be determined factors which mainly impact on tram movement regimes. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. General view of interface in specialized program software “Ukrainian geoinformational 

systems”, where monitoring of “stadiums of movement” is performed. 

Such specialized program software is designed for improvement of visual monitoring of trams 

movement on the route where by the green color are marked trams that move due to established 

schedule, by the brown color – move with slight deviation from the schedule with pointing the time of 

such deviation; by the blue color – move with significant deviation (time of deviation also points). If to 

the color of those trams that late relative to the established schedule grey background is added, then 

this means that tram moves in a special regime. The special regime can be used in cases when city 

events are held, traffic accidents occur, repair works are being carried out on the lines etc. 

Important practical value of program software MicroGIS is in the fact that the final specified 

results of monitoring are displayed on ultimate consumers (citizens, tourists etc.) on the means of 

cellular communication. 

Results of monitoring were recorded into research protocol that looks like Table 2. 
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Table 2. Protocol for recording the monitoring results of tram movement indexes on the route. 
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Observation for realization the transportation by urban public transport (UPT) (in our case it is 

tram) and its control performs the Department of operational response. According to received 

information it is carried out its processing and making a decision due to the situation which is on the 

route. The key tasks of the Department are service of traffic light objects in Lviv city which are on 

balance of the enterprise and monitoring the UPT and formation of daily work reports. 

 

Figure 2. Change of the average operating speed of movement during the day on tram route №2. 

 

Figure 3. Change of the average operating speed of movement during the day on tram route №8. 
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Having processed the data of measurement the average operating speed of movement on the 

chosen tram routes during the workday, it is received such their distribution for every trip of routes 

№2 (Figure 2) and №3 (Figure 3). 

On the tram route №2 the average operating speed during the day is about 12 km/h. The highest 

its value in the trip is observed in the morning period from 06:30 to 08:20 and in the evening period 

20:10 to 22:27 that is nearly 15 km/h. General speed fluctuations during the work of the route ± 3–4 

km/h. 

Average operating speed during the day on the tram route №8 is about 16 km/h and its maximum 

value is observed from 06:08 to 06:40 and is about 20 km/h. The lowest average operating speed in 

15 km/h is recorded in the period of the morning and evening peak hours. General fluctuations of the 

average operating speed during the work of the route ± 4–5 km/h. 

Based on this, it can be said that the general increase in the average operating speed of tram 

providing the construction of tramway separately from the roadway gives the increase of its value in 

4-5 km/h even in the case when all intersections, through which lays the route, are in one level. Such a 

conclusion takes into account the fact that the passenger flow on both routes has not been measured 

but the time of tram at the stop was nearly the same. 

Also, it was managed to carry out the monitoring of the average operating speed of movement 

depending from the length of the section (distance between the stops) on both investigated routes, 

results of which are given on Figure 4 and 5. 

 

 

Figure 4. Change of the average operating speed from the length of the section on tram route №2. 

 

Figure 5. Change of the average operating speed from the length of the section on tram route №8. 

From the given figures it can be made a conclusion that providing trams movement in general 

structure of traffic flow (Figure 4) its average operating speed almost has not some typical tendency of 

change than in the case when trams move separately by allocated tramway (Figure 5). These graphs 

represent the amount of mutual influence of tram and traffic flow. 
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4. Discussion 

During the documentary research, the data was received about the average operating speed of 

trams on tram route №2 before implementation the system of automated control of movement 

(adaptive control on controlled intersections with the provision of tram movement priority) and 

compare them with analogical values of its indicator in conditions of operation such system. 

Distributions of these speeds are given on Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Distribution of average operating speed on tram route: 1 – operation of route in peak period 

before ASCTM implementation; 2 – operation of route in off-peak period before ASCTM implementation; 

3 – operation of route in peak period after ASCTM implementation; 4 – operation of route in off-peak 

period after ASCTM implementation. 

Research results certify that difference in average operating speed for peak and off-peak periods is 

17–26%. Taking into account the fact that before implementation ASCTM and after such a difference is 

almost the same, we can receive the impact of change of traffic volume on tram operation index. 

Besides, general effect from implementation ASCTM gives growth of average operating speed on the 

route approximately on 13% for peak and approximately on 22% for off-peak periods. Based on this, 

conclusion can be made that during observance the certain constant interval in movement on the route 

implementation of ASCTM provides opportunity to release some amount of motive power of trams, and 

general effect for streets on which goes the route is increase of capacity because for such their (streets) 

parameters (1x1 lane) vehicles follow behind tramcar. 

During the simulation 4 sections on city streets with 1x1 lanes were chosen, on which tram route 

№2 goes, with the possibility to pass the tram from the right side, that is tramways are laid on the axis 

of the street. Percentage of UPT in the flow on pointed sections was on section 1 – 7%; on section 2 – 

5%; on 3 – 6%; on 4 – 5%. Trams share in traffic flow composition was about 2%. All other vehicles are 

automobiles. On all sections in specialized program software PTV VISSIM simulation of change the 

average connection speed for all vehicles was carried out for the condition that the share of UPT 

increased in comparison to existing on 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%. Results of simulation are given on 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Change of the average connection speed of vehicle movement on investigated sections 

depending from increase of UPT share in traffic flow composition. 

On given figure, under numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 simulation results, which were get in software 

environment VISSIM for examined sections, are marked, and 1ꞌ, 2ꞌ, 3ꞌ, 4ꞌ are trend lines of these results 

change. 

5. Conclusions 

For the results of the investigation it is determined changes in time losses of tram movement on 

different sections of the road network, expressed by the change of the average operating speed and 

delay in traffic flows. Separated tram movement by the allocation of separated tramway gives the 

growth of the average operating speed on 4-5 km/h. Application of adaptive control on controlled 

intersections which operates by the principle of giving the priority in the movement to the tram 

increases the average operating speed on 3-4 km/h in comparison to fixed-time program control in 

conditions of its movement in the general structure of traffic flow. 

On the other hand, increase of UPT share (including trams) by 25% causes sharp decrease of the 

average connection speed for all vehicles in the flow by 30-40%. 

Such research can be the reasoning for redevelopment the routes of UPT, giving it the priority with 

the aim of increase the effectiveness of transport system functioning in historical cities. 
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